Introduction

Nigella Lawson:

The act of cooking, it has to be something simple, is in itself a de-

stressor but I don’t think, “Oh, I’m feeling stressed. I must cook.” And yet the actual act
of cooking makes me feel calmer and it stops that fizzing brain that you can get from a
very busy day so I don’t set off with that in purpose but it is the happy outcome.
Marion Kane:

That’s the lovely voice of Nigella Lawson responding to my question

about the healing power of food and cooking. She was on tour to promote her 10th cookbook and its accompanying TV show Simply Nigella. I’m Marion Kane, Food Sleuth®,
and welcome to “Sittin’ In The Kitchen®”. Nigella Lawson has been a shining star in the
food world for about 20 years. Her casual no-nonsense approach demystifies cooking
and invites experimentation. She’s sold more than 3 million cookbooks and appears
regularly on TV in the UK, North America and around the world. I spoke with Nigella in
Toronto.

Interview

Nigella:

Can I get you some water?

Marion:

Yes, thank you. So Nigella, of course I’ve got your book here and I ate for

lunch the Greek Squid with Orzo.
Nigella:

Oh good. Did you like it?

Marion:

I love that recipe.

Nigella:

It’s really wonderful, isn’t it? I want to try it another way too. I’m going to try

it with black rice and some squid ink as well because I think that would be good. When I
first had that Greek Squid and Orzo, I just felt like this was so easy and yet it’s
absolutely perfect, isn’t it? I like squid. It’s got a different way of cooking it.
Marion:

And it’s what you call bowl food.

Nigella:

Well it IS bowl food but it’s also the perfect sort of thing to cook when

you’ve got four people to feed although I love it cold too. I’m very happy to cook it and
then eat it cold the next day.
Marion:

Well I ate it in my nightie this morning.

Nigella:

That sounds like the best kind of breakfast. When you cook something like

that, having it for breakfast is kind of perfect.
Marion:

Yeah. I have a tweak suggestion for the recipe.

Nigella:

Yes?

Marion:

Instead of canned tomatoes, I used roasted tomatoes.

Nigella:

You’re quite right and in fact that’s the great and wonderful thing about

cooking is that there are so many tweaks you can make. You’re a cook therefore you
automatically tweak. I always feel sometimes people, you know on Twitter say, “Oh, is it
okay, I thought I might change something on your recipe.” I say that’s what cooking is.
The whole point is you make it your own and I like that.
Marion:

I feel you’re a kindred soul in a way. I have used your recipes and your

cookbooks and I feel you talk the same language as I do because you’re very free and
easy with your cooking. You don’t go by strict rules and that’s the way I like to cook.
Nigella:

Yes, but I suspect you have somewhat higher standards than me.

Marion:

Really?

Nigella:

The fact that you automatically looked at the recipe and didn’t use a can of

tomatoes but roasted some tomatoes…
Marion:

No, no. That’s not how it happened. I didn’t have a can of tomatoes.

Nigella:

Ah, yes. You know cooking is about being resourceful and being

resourceful is an absolute necessity in being alive. I always say what’s true in the
kitchen is true out of the kitchen. Food is central to life but it’s also quite an interesting
cipher for life as well.

Marion:

I have more time to cook these days because I resigned from my high-

powered job as the food editor of Canada’s biggest newspaper and that’s why I had the
time to think, “I don’t have a can of tomatoes but I do have roasted tomatoes that I
made in the freezer.” The thought process was that will make the taste more intense.
Nigella:

Yes. It will, but did you add more liquid then?

Marion:

Yes.

Nigella:

Yes of course you did. That is the interesting thing about cooking and how

one always adapts to what one has to hand. I think people have such a view that
everything has to be perfect that they don’t allow themselves to experiment and make
mistakes. Again, this is a bit about what is the same out of the kitchen as in the kitchen.
If you cannot risk failure you cannot succeed. I think it’s very important to understand
that sometimes you try something out, you think maybe you’re going to try this a
different way and it may not work but it’s not the end of the world because you learn
from that.
Marion:

Talking of learning, I watched The Taste that’s on television here and

there’s a British version of it. What did you feel like being on a show that’s about
competition? I feel it’s a very classy show. I was questioning the idea when I first
watched it because I thought, “Would Nigella be on a competitive show?” But you
managed to do it with Anthony Bourdain and Marcus and Ludo. How are those people
in real life? Let’s get to the gossip.
Nigella:

They’re exactly as they are. I think we’re all as we are. The thing is, it’s a

very interesting thing because I did do The Taste and I did it three years running. I’m in
this strange position of feeling very, very strongly that cooking is not a competitive sport.
I felt the fact it was being judged blind, which meant you were never attacking a person
you were just talking about it in terms of the cooking, that made it not the theatre of
cruelty as a lot of reality TV is. However, I certainly feel I am more at home doing my
own programs. When I’m trying to encourage someone I can’t bark orders. I don’t want
to be that person. We each had our different ways.

Marion:

I thought that show got better and better actually. It was excellent in its

final episodes. You were a mentor, basically, in that show.
Nigella:

We were all judges and mentors. As a mentor I felt that really it’s very hard

to help people cook if you can’t actually cook with them so that was difficult for me
because we were allowed to be in the kitchen with them just for one hour a week. But
we weren’t allowed actually to cook with them, and that was hard for me because it
means you’re giving instructions whereas really the whole point is sometimes you
actually want to do something. There wasn’t time to do something and show them.
Nevertheless I felt it was a reality food program that respected the food and that’s
important.
Marion:

Nigella, I’ve been baking and cooking out of your book.

Nigella:

Does it feel a great liberation to be able to cook just because you want to?

You’re liberated, aren’t you, to give up a high-pressure job. There’s something that
happens in offices which is the higher you go the more removed you are from the part
that you love.
Marion:

Well, that’s interesting you’re interviewing me.

Nigella:

I’m sorry.

Marion:

No, no, it’s great. I had a million readers in the paper and that was a great

responsibility because if you made a mistake in the recipe hundreds of people were
going to make that recipe before 8:00 a.m. and I got the phone calls. So it is a pleasure
to get up in the morning and cook because I want to and to feed other people. I took
your Chocolate Guinness Cake to my office today and they LOVED it. My boyfriend took
this cake to his work…
Nigella:

Oh, the Apricot and Almond Cake with Rosewater and Cardamom.

Marion:

That is my version, I baked that.

Nigella:

Beautiful. Looks better than mine of course. But it is lovely and it’s very

fragrant isn’t it, without being overpowering.

Marion:

You see again, I didn’t have the right thing – rosewater - so I used orange

water.
Nigella:

Perfect, and completely right. It’s very forgiving and would be fine without

as well. I like it with cardamom and if you didn’t have cardamom it would also be quite
interesting with a bit of thyme.
Marion:

The other two things I want to mention are the Asian Short Ribs that are

spectacular. The Nutella Brownies that have basically two or three ingredients in them –
I couldn’t believe they worked. And the Chicken Cosima – can you tell me briefly that
story?
Nigella:

Oh yes. I made that for my daughter, who’s called Cosima, when she had

her 21st. She had a lot of her friends around for supper and I wanted to create
something for her that had all her favourite ingredients. She loves chicken and
chickpeas and sweet potatoes and so that’s what I did.
Marion:

That’s a weird combination when you see it in the recipe. I didn’t think it

would work.
Nigella:

In a way it is quite good because there’s an earthiness to a chickpea and

the sweetness of sweet potatoes also goes into the chicken stock that the chicken is in.
I think it would be really fabulous as well with some kale or cavolo nero or something
like that.
Marion:

Can you believe this? I added frozen kale at the end.

Nigella:

Ah well! You see, great minds.

Marion:

We’re soul sisters.

Nigella:

I know.

Marion & Nigella: (laugh)
Nigella:

Kitchen cousins.

Marion:

Thank you Nigella for this very nice chat. Thank you.

Nigella:

Thank you.

Conclusion

Marion Kane:

That was my conversation with Nigella Lawson, author of Simply

Nigella, and host of the TV series with the same name. I’m Marion Kane, Food Sleuth®.
You can find more stories like this one at marionkane.com and in iTunes. Thank you for
listening.

